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The "Dream" 
Remembered Here
By Karen Wood 
News Staff
Monday evening was a solemn one 
at the Kirkhof Center, as people1 
gathered to pay tribute to If nr late Civil 
Rights l eader Dr M ,irte  ! other Kmn 
Jr
The tribute to Dr King sponsored 
by the Black Student Union was a tune 
to reflect on tins great man Ins 
message end the1 direction of the Civil 
Rights Movement today
Ken Cason, President ol the1 Black 
S tud en t  U n ion  and M as te r  of 
Ceremony, created a smoothly Kga  ng 
evening that was clearly a well 
organized event i here were prayers, 
poetry readings and songs
Rodd Monts, the Student Speaker 
t id some .ery ; csitu-e 'ern.i'k mlalmq 
to trie changes tie has a , a 
of I . r K.ng s e "  ’* ’ - g , i t ,
\
generation did not have to l im  
such circumstances as "colored cn , 
dr inking fountains or the r >:atTig a 
blar ks a1 the ha. k c' a bu' ■ 1 :
r11 nritam. h e w . that  e . e r’ the 
ttie movement has made n r , g i r,- 
" it ttiere 'S SIC a ■ eng road a' - a ) 
the  Keynote Speaker was Donah! 
Williams ol the Minority Bu- re. /, Offn *• 
Iiere at Grand Valley
He selected not to a u .s ih... 
particular speeches made1 by Dr Kn>g 
nor the facets of Dr K / ig 's  philosophy 
He* chose instead to address  the 
current problems and decis ions that 
our society (and e-.pec ci'iy the tvi.u k s .u 
SOCicty. must r 1"  " " ' a  ! I •'
t te rem nded u r- teat it ,v is t1 ■■ 
ac t ion  o! one  sm all ,  set. ' "  m gg 
insignificant woman who caused such 
an outrage by e ' f r- ' r
Grand Valley Institutes
a New Smoking Policy
By Alex Vuyst 
News Staff
O V o  0 r-as a d o p t e d  a
c/PC h p g peucy  e " e m  -e . a
A r> ~ ft A Can s m o k i n g  >n
• i :  frt.es a nd m a r e  it al iCAa.be
• ■’ •'  de s ig na t ed  a 'e  is
' "  e p r a p p ' C . e d  r . ,
J  S p ^ a ' v  ** . '
A  'V
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Local State
Stripes Lives
National
Compiled by Rick Miles
International
Attorney G ary Pavela
(in charge of student 
discipline at the University of 
Maryland) recently offered 
suggestions for curbing drug 
use on the nation 's  
campuses at a two-day 
workshop held in Grand 
Rapids at the Amway Grand 
Hotel.
Research by the National 
Institute of Drug Abuse has 
indicated that 75 percent of 
people in their 20's have 
used some form of illicit drug' 
at some time.
Pavela cited the need for 
continued and additional 
emphasis on educating 
people on the physiological 
dangers of drug use.
Pavela also believes 
community service programs 
will help people to avoid 
turning inward for self 
gratitfication and thereby 
reduce drug use among 
students.
Sweeping changes in 
the state property tax system 
were suggested in a report 
approved by the Senate 
Citizen's Property Tax 
Commission last Friday. 
These suggestions, including 
a statewide assessment to 
help fin a n ce  pub lic  
education, were sent to 
Senate staff members who 
will work them into a final 
report expected to be 
released next week. The 
commission feels these 
suggestions, if implemented, 
will adress the problem of tax 
payment inequities and the 
the resulting inequities to 
students of the state's public 
education institutions.
Stars and Stripes, the
12 meter yacht sailing as 
America's challenge to re­
claim the coveted America's 
Cup Trophy, defeated New 
Zealand 4-1 In the ir 
best-of-seven series. By 
winning the challenger series 
Stars and Stripes earns the 
right to face the winner of the 
defender series."
cStars and S tripes ' 
skipper Dennis Conner 
expects to  cha llenge  
k o o ka b u rra  III in the 
best-of-seven finals for the 
Cup. The finals begin Jan. 
31 and last until one of the 
yachts wins four matches. 
This, is to be Conner's third 
consecutive appearance in 
the finals. After defending 
the Cup successfully in 1980 
Conner was defeated aboard 
the Liberty in 1983, marking 
the first American loss of the 
Cup in 132 years.
G overnm ent o ffic ia ls
in the United States and 
W est G erm any are  
concerned that the Saturday 
kidnapping of a West 
German businessman in 
Beirut, Lebanon may be an 
attempt to pressure West 
Germany into releasing 
Mahamma Ali Hamadi, w’ho 
was arrested in that country 
as a suspected terrorist. 
Hamadi was arrested fast 
Tuesday when authorities 
discovered methyl nitrate 
(often used in explosives) in 
his possession upon his 
arrival from Beirut.
The U.S. government is 
seeking to have Hamadi 
extradited to face trail on 
charges of air piracy and 
murder in connection with the 
hijacking of a TWA jetliner in 
1985. During the course of 
the hijacking, one of the 
American (lostages, a U.S. 
Navy diver, was killed.
A Rash of Larcenies Breaks Out 
on the Grand Valley Campus
Four larcenies have been reported to 
campus police since the beginning of 
this year. The thefts involved a radio, 
toolbox, and two wallets.
On January 5th, a GVSC Physical 
Plant employee reported his clock 
stolen from his office sometime during 
the previous weekend. The complaint 
is currently being investigated.
On January 10th, a Coopersville 
resident reported his wallet stolen from 
a locker in the fieldhouse, the locker 
was unlocked at the time
On January 19th, a student reported 
the theft of his wallet from a fieldhouse 
locker, again the locker was unlocked at 
the time.
Also on January 19th, a student 
reported the theft of a toolbox from his 
pickup truck The truck was parked in 
lot There are no suspects but
police are investigating.
In other police reports, on January 
4th, one non-student was arrested for a 
minor assault on a female resident of 
Ravine Apartments. The subject pled 
not guilty at his arraignment in Grand 
Haven District Court and the case 
continues.
On January 14th, a GVSC employee 
reported an assault when he was struck 
by a bottle thrown from Robinson 
Dorm. After an investigation, the 
Ottawa County Prosecutor entered a 
littering charge against a Robinson 
House resident. The littering charge 
was entered because the suspect had 
no intent to hit anyone with the bottle
Campus Police Detective Grant 
Schliewe cited the need for more 
caution by the campus community to 
help them avoid being victimized by
Craig James to 
Make Second 
GVSC Appearance
By Dan H obbs
. . s :  «*. agam
c i c ar j p c.
S! » S
a ns A -j*r Sv:
iTb!iC'lS 'd<Sr.-J
4° , Cpe'■
_ w '' A 1 ‘ t G, i S A
i r r c a l. .,
larceny. "For whatever reasons, some 
people think their valuables are safe 
when left unattended or unsecured. It 
takes only seconds for the larceny to 
occur when items are left unguarded,
blue avenue
0&M  THF CAMPOS CUrZARP, UJ/TH 
A CRYSTAD 8ALC ATMZP/SPOSAU, 
CERTAIN FA075 ABOUT OUT Cctr 
iSGES FjTFF FAME BEEN 
REYPAieP. WAY F'LE SHARE 
SOMETHING CONCERNING U6AIE-. 
JUST HUH AT 1X1110 HAPPEN 70 
OUR ALEENPALF CAMPUS-
ACCORP/n G 70 MY CPISTFe  
8ALc, PRESIDENT!AU 
AIDS BRINKS IS  7FMP- 
OPAPUH ON MAN TO MS.
'T  >6 THROUGH 
h/M! THATxF> lEAPn  ThF THirh- A 
TPUM JAUCF
ts;
or in unlocked lockers or dorm rooms."
A few extra seconds to lock a door or 
a locker may save an hour of filing 
reports and the loss of cash or 
valuables.
AS YOU UJELE KNOUJ, A NEUJ 
(QRANP RAP!PS CENTER-'IS 
R A P !W  NEARING COMPiEUON, 
A PROJECT HEAP BY THE GRASP UAUSf FOUNDATION- 
THIS &R0UP, P/RECTED 8Y  
MS- TGYCF RECMT IS  CUP- 
RENTlF  CONFINED TO THE 
FOUNTANPUTF 
6UHM/NS in
Grand raptps-
572-  Sam :-\TUEFLTj KE
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Liberties Union has taken' 
the absurd position that allDear Editor,
Stephen Cooper has 
gotten into a lather over 
obscenity and freedom of 
speech. But according to the 
Supreme Court obscenity is 
not a freedom of speech 
issue
In the 1973 Miller v, 
California decision, Supreme 
Court Chief Justice Warren 
Burger stated: "This much 
has been categorically 
settled by the Court, that 
obscene m ate ria l is 
unprotected by the First 
Amendment."
In this decision, the Court 
laid out a three-part definition 
of "obscene" material. To be 
ruled obscene, the Court 
said, material must: (1) 
appeal to a prurient interest, 
or, in other words, have a 
tendency to incite lustful 
thoughts; (2) be openly 
offensive in its depiction or 
description of lewd and, or 
perverted acts, and (3) lack 
serious literary, artistic, 
political or scientific value.
The Court ruled that the 
standard for these tests 
would be the contemporary 
standards of the community 
in which the case is being 
tried. So if the citizens of 
A llendale say certa in 
magazines are obscene, 
fulfilling the three point test, 
then such magazines are not 
protected by the Constitution. 
And that is the way it is, and it 
isn't the way it ain't
We have had this 
cencorship talk dinned in our 
ears by the ACLU and their 
ilk so long that some people 
imagine there are no limits to 
"free speech "
There are libel laws 
privacy laws, and obscenity 
laws
T h e  A m e r ic a n  C iv i l
pornography -- soft-core, 
hard-core, even the most 
brutal of child pornography -  
deserves First Amendment 
protection
Notice that my letter to the 
Lanthorn in the early fall 
never called for "censorship" 
or legal action of any kind. I 
only spoke as a believer in 
Christ. No whore or 
whoremonger has any 
inheritance in the kingdom of 
God. Whether existing 
Allendale laws apply to lewd 
magazines sold in the 
campus bookstore was not 
my concern in writing the 
letter. Even if it is legal, it is 
still sm.
Sincerely,
John Bjorlie
Dear, Editor,
I've just read "Pop Life" in 
the January 14th issue of the 
Lanthorn. I was offended by 
Mr. Monts' comments 
concerning the Chernobyl 
accident.
I Know of no person who 
was "glad to see it happen to 
the Russians" or any 
Russians who "got a kick out 
of our Three Mile Island 
tragedy " These views are 
sick and vicious It was a 
horrible tragedy and the 
feeling in America was 
concern Many doctors and 
specialists from around the 
world offered help and 
services to the people 
affected by the Chernobyl 
accident
This is my first semester at 
GVSC and I can do without 
Mr Monts' rude, distasteful, 
poorly written and unfunny 
column
Sincerely
John
(Rest of name illegible;
How has President Reagan's Credibility been Affected by the Recent Senate Committee Testimonyof Robert McFarland? Compiled by Todd Sailor
Robb Pattison 
Senior
Political Science
Mark Kline 
Junior
Group Social Sciences
Greg Griffin 
Senior
Criminal Justice
"Reagan has such an image 
that in just a few months he will 
regain his credibility whether 
he deserves it or not.”
"I think he will lose his 
credibility."
"I think their finally finding out j 
what kind of president he really 
is."
Andy Dempster 
freshm an  
Criminal Justice
"I haven't fo llowed the 
situation
!I________
Natasha Rietveld 
Sophomore 
Political Science
"I never thought that his 
credibility was very high to 
begin with "
C hris  H i tc h c o c k  
Junior
T h e r s p s u t l c  R e c re a t io n
•I think it has negatively affected j 
his credibility *
Editor-in-Chief 
Assistant Editor 
Sports Editor 
News Editor ,
Assistant News Editor 
Campus L fe Editor 
Photography Editor 
Business Manager 
Advert s ng Manage' 
Office Manager 
Adv sor !
LayC-t Sta“
AdPaste -o 
S ' j “  P -c - ;g '. ,y  e- ,
. Kathleen Marron 
Karen Kacynski 
Rod Welis 
Rick Miles 
Karen Woods 
A^y Klc'kO'n 
Arthur Rac iC k  
Ma'ge Wangb.ch e' 
K m T'yon. 
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official student newspaper we wish it to be known 
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"Smoking" from p 1
Forrest H Armstrong Dean of the 
Arts and Humanities Division agreed 
with Bajema m his claim that l ie  policy is 
too weak
"By adopting thus pokicy we are 
adopting a t reafy ’ said Armstrong
Armstrong said that the pekey is net 
specific enough w hen it speaks c* 
des g n a te d  areas w ith  p r o p e r 
ventilation Armstrong peiie.es that n is
r ' C  ^
smoking areas in p.aces where a n . 
public must pass
Despite some protest mest sen 
were satisfied w ith the policy 
passed at a t ^ to 7 vote marg n 
One nensmekmg senator sac  
the pcficy is a s’ep a head C pre 
unstmetured introma. policies
a::rc
was
wCu'd ''ke a 
rg  ' re sa.c ' t
-p Hp
fS a raf
'poss.bie ;c je "  i rSignate we had before
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Hollywood Is The Theme 
of Winterfest '87
By Amy Klofkorn 
Features Editor
This year's two week Winter Fest 
activities will begin with Sled Dog Races 
on Saturday, January 24,on the Field 
House grounds. Over 50 sled dog 
teams will be competing in speed and 
weight pulling events to claim the 
weekend championship. This sports 
event will run from 10:00 am to 4:00 pm 
Saturday and Sunday.
The "Any Which Way But in the Pit" 
Tug of War will be held Monday at 4:00 
pm on the Kirkhof Center lawn. Prize 
money will be awarded to winners of 
this event sponsored by Delta Sigma 
Pi.
On Wednesday, January 28 
"Snobusters" Field House Events will 
consist of the egg toss, basketball 
around the world, lifesaver and napkin 
passes, an obstacle course and a pop 
guzzling contest. Without getting 
zapped you may win up to $50 from the
Snobusters. Entry forms required. 
Deadline January 26.
"A Star is Born" open mike contest 
will be held Thursday at 8:00 pm in the 
Crow's Nest, Kirkhof. Participants may 
sing, tell jokes, etc. Prize money will 
be awarded. Comic-magician Sam 
Simon will immediately follow the open 
mike contest.
Pool events will take place in the 
Field House Pool 9:00 to 11:00 pm 
Friday, January 30. There will be egg, 
sweatshirt and innertube relays, as well 
as the golf ball diving and belly-flop 
contests.
The Program Board will sponsor a ski 
trip to Cannonsburg on Saturday. If 
you prefer to stay on campus, 
innertube and saucer relays will take 
place on the ski hill from 1:00 to 5:00 
pm.
The skiing fun continues Sunday as 
cross-country skiing will be held. All 
interested parties should bring their 
own skis and meet at the Ravine Center 
at 2:00 pm. Ice skating and broomball
will take place at 3:00 pm on the ski hill.
A road rally/scavenger hunt will take 
place Monday, February 2 from 8:00 am 
to 4:00 pm. For rules and entry forms 
contact the Student Activities Office.
Sigma Sigma Sigma will sponsor a 
Snoball Throw on the Kirkhof Center 
lawn at 4:00pm on Tuesday.- Later at 
8:00 Andy Beachnau will MC a
Hollywood Quiz Bowl Teams of 5 and 
entry forms required.
A prize of $25 will go to the team who 
builds the best snoman on Kirkhof 
Center lawn Wednesday.
"Trading Places" a celebrity 
look-a-like contest will take place 
Thursday, February 5 at 8:00 pm in the 
Crow's Nest.
Interested parties should reserve a 
hot tub now. Cost is $10 an hour for 
the tubs which will be located on 
Kirkhof lawn from 5:00 pm to 4:00 am 
Friday, February 6. A human sled race 
and snow sculpture contest are also 
scheduled.
Snofest will conclude with a 
Snofootball tournament at noon, 
Saturday on Kirkhof lawn. Teams of 8 
and entry forms required.
Entry forms and rules for all events 
are available in the Student Activities 
Office.
PREPARE FOR:
EDUCATIONAL CENTER LTD.
t k t  p o m iu n o N  s p e c ia l is ts  s m c z  w m
Call Days. Eves 4 Weekends
G R A N D  R A P ID S  C LA S S  
B E G IN S  J A N . 31 1987! 
C A L L :  (517) 332-2530  
FOR MORE I N 0 R M R T I 0 N
commumcoRE
♦TERM PAPERS 
♦RESUMES ♦ THESES 
♦TYPING
♦ WORD PROCESSING
ALL VOI R TYPIN'!I NEEDS AT REASON A BI.E RATES
950 TAYLOR ORAM) 
HAVEN ,.V1I 
846-7730
"Shenandoah" and 
"Romeo and Juliet" 
To Premiere At Civic
Two premieres will be staged on 
February 6, 1987 at 8:00 pm and 
February 8, 1987 at 3 00 pm at the 
Civic Theatre by the Grand Rapids Civic 
Ballet. «.
The newest work to Grand Rapids 
audiences will be "Romeo and Juliet" 
set to the music of Peter I tic h 
Tchaikovsky's well-known score The
A LLE N D A LE  W OM EN'S 
CHRISTIAN TEM PERANCE
UNION ASKS...
"DID YOU K N O W ?"
Nicki Moore, who runs the 
cocaine program at Careumt 
says, "Parents usually think 
they're helping the child to 
learn to drink responsibly by 
starting them at home 
Instead, kids get the 
message that using a drug - 
m this case, alcohol - is an 
acceptable thing to do "
Sponsored by 
Vernon's Hardware
choreography is by Ruth Page, an 
88-year-old premiere danseuse of the
Diaghilev Company Her assistant 
choreographer is Larry Long of 
Chicago who is working with the 
company
Mr. Long has set the recent 
performances of "Merry Widow" and 
"Die Fledermaus" for public 
broadcasting
The leads in the performance will be 
danced by Matt Meadows as Romeo 
and Anne Van Kuiken as Juliet The 
cast calls for eight other men who are 
Sean Collins, Judd Gibbs, Ted Kuna, 
Terry Lmn Mark Salhaney, Phil 
Salmgue Errol Shewman, and Jason 
Anderson Understudies are Amanda 
Doezema as Juliet and Phil Salingue as 
Romeo
The second premiere will be 
"Snenandoah" choreographed by 
Edward Viiieila He provided a week ot 
naming ,n Grand Rap.ds tor the
company
Mr V ilella is the new artistic director 
ar'C 'bunder ot the Miami Ballet which 
o p m m j '5 t.rst season last tali He is 
f " - " 'CV celebrated male dancer who 
"as 'e.e .ed his training m America He 
a j - a c'jdunt ot me American Ballet 
d'd ajc n .'teG by George Balanchine 
tc oeco'"e a member ot the New York 
2 \  La nas appeared frequently
on television. He appeared here last 
year as lecturer and performer in part ot 
"Shenandoah."
The Pas de Deux will be performed 
by Terry Lmn and Anne Van Kuiken 
Others appearing will be Lisa 
Stacilauskas, Melissa Kenneway, Cindy 
Strohpaul, and Megan Early
The company will also repeat the 
performance of "Carmen" last 
performed in 1982 which was 
choreographed by Conrad Ludlow 
lormerly of the New York City Ballet 
Dancing the leads in this performance 
will be Judy Genson as Carmen, Terry 
Lmn as Escamillo, and Phil Salingue as 
Don Jose The gypsy will be performed 
by Lmn Vecsernyes, and the 
troubadours and smugglers by Judd 
Gibbs and Jason Anderson Mark 
Salhaney will portray Zuniga and tr 
monk The soldiers are Sean Collins 
and Ted Kuna The townspeople am 
Jenny Cole, Megan Early Ang e 
Headwodh, Janine Jasmski Meiiss.: 
Kenneway, Sonja Knck Denise Scm, 
Lisa Stacilauskas Amy Yost a"C 
Amanda Doezema The understudies 
are Sara Brown and Donna Price 
Tickets are available from the G u u  
Rapids Civic Ballet at 714 MetroBj''. 
Buildmg Grand Rapids Ml 4951.■ 
'454-477ti The Cwic t neat'e c . 1 
office will sen tickets the week y  •• • 
Performance 455 -" 145
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G.V.S.C.toParticipateinTechnology Center
Story Compiled by 
Joe Braun 
Amy Klofkorn  
Alex Vuyst 
Chris Wheeler
Part 2
The second component and the 
central focus of the center is the 
Collaborative Research and 
Development Program to be operated 
jointly by local companies and higher 
education. The Right Place task force 
compiled data to select disciplines local 
businesses consider crucial, those that 
incorporate both research assets of 
nearby universities and private research 
and development departments, while 
also including local industry, public 
institutions and natural resources.
The three core disciplines identified 
were: optoelectronics, a combination of 
electronics and optics to create 
products such as optical fibers and 
microchips used in telephone
communications, computers and cable 
television.
These may be rather lengthy 
projects, lasting not just months, but in 
fact years," said Rohwer, "and it will be 
the kind of research the companies use 
hopefully resulting in new products 
down the road three to five to ten 
years."
Rohwer also said that U.S
Representative Paul Henry (R-Grand 
Rapids) had suggested the cente^ 
could lead to Federal defense
contracts.
The disciplines are also meant to 
avoid duplicating other efforts in the 
state, such as the Michiaan
Biotechnology Institute in Lansing.
The Applied Technology Laboratory 
is the third component of the Center. 
The task force recommended a program
of applied technology to'enhance the 
efficiency of current manufacturing 
techniques and practices". Rowher said 
this branch will provide on-going 
technical assistance to local 
manufacturers whose small size makes 
research too expensive.
The technology and training center, 
scheduled to open in the Fall of 1989, 
is the fourth and technical instruction 
component of the center. An 
agreement between Ferris State 
College and Grand Rapids Junior 
College emphasizes engineering 
technology and occupational education 
programs.
The first two years of technical 
instruction will be offered by GRJC while 
the upper-level undergraduate classes 
will be the responsibly of FSC. Rohwer 
said the two schools will train employees 
whose work is of technical nature and 
those employees who wish to upgrade 
their education.
The JC owned complex, to be 
located on Fountain Street between 
Ransom and Barclay Avenues, will 
contain classrooms and laboratories. 
About half of the $22.3 million required 
for the technical complex will come from 
the state; the other half will be covered 
by GRJC from bonds paid for through 
revenue from the college bookstore 
and parking ramp. Six and a half million 
dollars in equipment costs will be
funded in part through a JC/FSC 
fund-raising project.
A board of directors composed of 
chief executive officers from member 
companies, community representatives, 
and policy-level administrators from 
member colleges and universities will 
have overall administration power over 
the center.
Funding for the Research and 
Technology Center will come from a 
variety of sources. A seed budget of $2 
million with the purpose of fielding start 
up costs has been identified. Another 
quarter of a million dollars is to be 
derived from colleges, said Rohwer, 
primarily Grand Valley, Michigan State, 
Grand Rapids Junior College, and Ferris 
State College. Limited funds will come 
from Kendall and Aquinas, according to 
Doug Smith, from Grand Valley’s Office 
of Economic Expansion.
The largest single contributor to the 
program is Kent County with $600,000 
earmarked.
To fund research and development, 
the center will require more than $5 
million yearly from local companies, state 
research funds and federal research 
grants. One million of that could come 
from the state.
"The governor has pledged his 
commitment to the center,"said 
Rohwer,adding that the pledge was 
contingent on Blanchard's successful 
re-election. "He did not go so far as to 
say that a milion dollars would be what 
his administration will contribute....he 
couldn't, because it is for over three
years, and at the time Blanchard was still 
seeking re-election."
The $1 million from the state is 
scheduled to be divided as follows: 
$150,000 for engineering education; 
$200,000 for training; $150,000 for 
overhead; $200,000 for technical 
assistance and $150,000 for research. 
The graduate engineering program is 
scheduled to receive a sum of 
$150,000.
Additionally, Rohwer said "We 
anticipate that the center will have 
member companies and membership 
will have some cost." Although he 
declined to speculate on the cost of the 
membership, he said "it may vary with 
the size of the company and 
membership could be an annual fee of 
several thousand dollars."
As an outcome, according to the 
report, the center could generate a 
budget in excess of $10 million per 
year.
As a stimulant to the local economy, 
"It will take 10 to 25 years until the 
impact will be fully felt," said Niemeyer 
He noted that its been said that the 
center could become part of a larger 
"Grand Rapids University", but in his 
opinion that wouldn't happen because 
"We already have a fully established 
institute." Overall, Niemeyer said the 
center is a positive step for Grand 
Valley, and for the area as well. "Future 
growth (in the area) depends on 
attracting new firms and retaining the 
ones we have."
R E A L 0 E N IU S
D istributed by F im a Incorp orated  
R e leased  by TH-Star P ic tu res 
Produced by Brian G razer 
D irected  by M artha C o old g e
Come ‘to the movies
S atu rd ii \  .Ian. 24 12 M idn igh t
132 I.HI I
Sundav .Ian.25 T^Opm
Cl A 1 .AT
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I have a friend named Lori. She is 
an athletic type of a girl. Every time I 
spoke to her it seemed as though she 
would mention something about a 
girl's volleyball or basketball game.
I know hardly anything of volleyball. 
I do know they have a person in the 
team that's a striker, but I didn't see a 
picket line. I never even saw a protest 
sign.
You see, I decided to go to a 
volleyball game last week. I figured 
after four years I owed Grand Valley at 
least one. As I walked through the 
door I saw the ugliest girl volleyball 
player ever. Her hair was stringy.To 
top it off, she had the hairiest legs! I 
was almost compelled to stop at the 
entrance, but I was dedicated to 
attending at least one volleyball 
match. (They do call them matches, 
right?)
As I continued into the arena I 
found that this girl was playing with a 
bunch of...wait a minute. That was no 
girl- -these were all men!
It was as if I had stepped into the 
"The Twilight Zone". I expected Rod 
Serling to crawl from underneath the 
bleachers and confirm my location with 
his characteristic delivery.
Pinching myself, I realized I wasn't 
in the "Zone" , and I wasn't dreaming 
nor was I in San Francisco. "Men? 
Playing organized volleyball? In 
Allendale?," I asked myself. The town 
which will not allow us to have MTV1 I
could not believe it.
Grand Valley has a men's volleyball 
team. Wow, what a joke. No, really, 
these guys take it seriously. If only 
everyone else did. (Ha, ha, ha).
What's the purpose, I ask? Does 
wearing a team sport jacket mean that 
much? I hardly think so. Maybe it is the 
sense of competitiveness that drives 
these men to risk defeat, disgrace and 
embarrassment, in the pursuit of 
victory. Now that's a party!
Win, lose or draw, I will say one 
thing for these barrier-crossing 
pioneers- - "Guys, you have got alot of 
guts!"
If this program is successful, years 
from now people will look back and 
applaud this group for their daring.
In the year 2000 Grand Valley s
men’s volleyball players will look at 
pictures of this first team, as they win 
the GLIAC championship. (Can you 
imagine Ferris State's men's volleyball 
team, if they have one which is 
academically eligible then, calling 
themselves bulldogs?) They will look 
back at our initial spikers as we now 
look at the first football and basketball 
teams and say, "They didn't even 
have face masks! Or they didn't even 
have leather basketball shoes!" They 
will probably look back at our first 
volleyball team and say, "Can you 
believe those barbarians, they didn't 
even shave their legs!" ( Ha, ha,ha).
Relax at Crew's Reviews
Are you looking for a place to relax 
and totally forget about the stress of 
college? Well, how does a room with 
lots of chairs that are actually 
comfortable sound? But wait-there's 
more. The real bonus is the 45" TV with 
awesome stereo sound Whether it is 
Magnum Videos, or Sunday NBA 
games, or recent movie releases there 
is bound to be something worth 
watching Another bonus is the new 
tape system with state-of-the-art 
headphones, and Top 40 music All 
this for free!
You can find all of this and more at 
Crew's Reviews on the main level of
Kirkhof Center. Crew's Reviews is the 
newest idea in student entertainment. 
It is open seven days a week, and at 
almost any time that you are ready for 
fun.
Come on in and try us out!
Movies for January:
21 -27 CHITTY CHITTY BANG BANG 
26-272 CLUE
Movies for February 
2-8 MY BLOODY VALENTINE 
10-16 HOW TO MARRY A 
MILLIONARE
16-23 PLACES IN THE HEART 
19-25 THE COTTON CLUB 
24-3/2 THE MAN FROM SNOWY 
RIVER
What's Cookin'
A re T h e yg g jg g ; 
Really Athletes?]'
HUNGRY?
COME TRY rm.NII-X IAI S-- 
AT THE DEM'
'A cU: . c s : j  •. j ' . c : 2: 1 rcr.v. h i I : ;1 w .::: a ..s 
V .flips
$2.29
- ' - - Submarine sa::dw;vh 
V - Tips
$2.29
BarJcs.c beef 
Y .hips
$2.29
I ufke> sar.Jw,. h • - 
-Yps
$2.29
I jC/Lj ’. -  - Barbc. ue beef
" As
$2.29
By Kathleen Marron 
E dito r
No cookin’ today! Salads are on the 
menu! They’re simple, and taste 
delicious. I don't know about you but 
I've already got an eye on that bikini of 
mine.
GINGERED CARROT SALAD 
ON RICE CAKES 
Prep Time: 10 minutes
2 carrots, grated (about 2 cups)
1 C plain yogurt or mayonnaise 
1/2 C raisins 
1t minced fresh ginger 
rice cakes
In medium bowl, combine the carrots, 
yogurt, raisins, and ginger and mix well. 
Spread on rice cakes and enjoy.
BEET SALAD 
Prep Time: 15 mins.
Adapted from a Latvian recipe.
1 can cooked beets 
1C apples, chopped 
1C celery, finely chopped 
1/4 C onion, finely chopped 
1C mayonnaise 
salt and pepper to taste 
Combine ingredients in a bowl, serve.
PALM HEARTS
ThJ& J&^aa exotic vegetable, found 
canned In the import section. I was first 
introduced to them by a friend from 
South America. They might taste odd 
at first but they're addicting! Eat them 
like celery, served warm with butter or 
as a salad with a mayonnaise, dijon 
mustard, and horseradish dressing 
(proportions to taste.)
If You D o n ’t  Know
DIAMONDS
K now  Your J e w e le r
For special prices on diamonds, watches 
& jewelry, visit-your nearest
Downtown, Rogers Plaza, 
North Kent, and Woodland
r
i
i
B L S cuzina ^ jMoir StyL
" Fall Hours
Monday tlsru Friday 
9tX0 a m  6 00 p t
0 Located on Die lower floor •  
, of K lrkol Center 
Call 895-3656 and ask for DeO 
Walk-In or Appointment
*FREE*
Deep Conditioning with a 
cut & style
Reg $1100 
Now $ 10.00!
1/31/8"
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Non-traditional Students Are One Bright 
Spot on College Campuses
the Christian Science Monitor 
BOSTON--"A campus where the 
average age is 17 is as unhealthy as a 
retirement village where the average 
age is 80," Ernest L. Boyer, president 
of the Carnegie Foundation for the 
Advancement of Teaching, said 
recently.
"College - The Undergraduate 
Experience in America," as the report is 
called, is the latest in a series of 
critiques of American education that 
the foundation has produced. One of 
the few bright spots in an otherwise 
somber assessment - and one that has 
been relatively overlooked - is the way 
American college are opening up to 
"nontraditional" students, those over 
25 who for one reason or another have 
put off getting a degree.
The report devotes a number of 
pages to the multitude of arrangements 
-  from evening classes to special 
"weekend colleges" - that American 
colleges are making for those who have 
work or family obligations that prevent 
them from being on campus fulltime. 
"We are encouraged by the ways 
colleges have begun to embrace 
nontraditional students," the report* 
says.
In an interview, Boyer compared the 
campuses today in this respect to the 
years after World War II, when the Gl Bil 
brought thousands of veterans-back to 
school.
• "One of the most remarkable 
moments in American educational 
history," is how Boyer recalled it. "We‘
introduced more diversity and, at the 
same time, ‘more quality. Students 
were so determined, so energetic, so 
motivated. The classroom tended to 
be so much more vital."
Campuses that had become the 
settings for a "kind of 18-year-old's rite 
of passage," Boyer added, "suddenly 
became places where the seriousness 
of adults was integrated."
Adult students are bringing this 
same kind of seriousness to colleges 
today, the report says, confirming what 
university officials have been saying 
anecdotally. These students are more 
likely to come from working-class 
backgrounds, for example, and are 
striving for the kind of education that 
most people from more affluent 
upbringings take for granted. And 
while their high school grades often 
were lower than those of younger 
students, "noftrads" college grades 
tend to be higher.
The report also refutes the common 
notion that adult students are grim 
careerists with less interest in the liberal 
arts than regular undergraduates. A 
samller proportion cited career and 
financial success as "very important" 
reasons for being in school, while a 
slightly higher proportion said that 
colleges should require more courses 
in the arts. "Part-timers supported more 
arts than full-timers," Boyer notes.
But just as many universities 
resisted the Gl Bill (they considered it 
"keep-them-off-the-streets legislation," 
Boyer says), so today many tend to
keep adults cordoned off from what 
they think of as their "real" students 
and often without any attention from 
the institution at all. "Every place I turn 
around here, it's a Catch-22says one 
older student quoted in the report. "I 
can't even find someone to take my 
money.”
"They are willing to take their 
money," Boyer observes, "but they 
haven’t been working to make thme 
part of the community."
For one thing, teaching adults is 
decidedly declasse in some academic 
circles. "There's the view that if you're 
teaching these older people and if it's 
part time, you're somehow trivializing 
your own role," Boyer says.
Then, too adult students often 
require faculty to depart from 
comfortable academic routines. 
Classes meet at inconvenient hours 
(which means, Boyer observes drily,
blue avenue
not between the hours of 10a.m. and 
2p.m.). The result is that colleges often 
hire part-time faculty to teach part-time 
sudents, which "reinforces that it's 
another world.”
Nevertheless, some campuses 
have taken large steps toward 
integrating adults and part-timers into 
the university mainstream.
SHARING =  JUSTICE 
JUSTICE  =  PEACE 
PEACE = A FUTURE FOR MAN
This unique magazine synthesizes esoteric, philo­
sophical, socia l economic and po litica l ideas lo t 
restructuring our w orld along mote ju st and com­
passionate lines
SHARE
SUBSCRIPTION RATE U S S24 FOR ONE YEAR 
Sen) lot i  tree sample etUde 
P.ft BOX 971. *«. IS. Hollywood. CA 91603
Students Find 
Easy Credit
GRAND RAPIDS--Credit cards are 
hot, especially for college students.
Three to four hundred applications 
are taken when Jeff Poppen, president 
of Campus Marketing, sets up shop in 
the Kirkhof Center. Poppen visits 
Michigan colleges on a rotating basis 
and takes applications for credit cards 
like Visa, Master Card, Sears, Amoco, 
Hudson's and Zales.
Students are highly targeted by 
larger banking institutions according to 
Poppen. He said, "Most students are 
from affluent families, those are the 
people that have their heads screwed 
on straight ”
Although the credit limits are low, 
usually $400 to $500, they give 
students an opportunity to build credit. 
"They're looking for prestige," said 
Poppen, "and not looking for large 
spending power. That's why these 
companies put a low spending limit on 
the card."
According to Poppen, more than 15 
percent of those under 25 have a bank 
card. Additionally, he said it is easy for 
college students to get low-limit credit 
since no job is required 
I manage them, I sometimes get in 
trouble with visa in shopping 
but
J f a r C o f t
o f  Holland a n d  a llanda le
Hair Designers & Tanning Salon 
Students, don’t let your summer tan fade!
HOURS:
Tues-Fri 9am-7pm 
Sat9am-2pm
I Get a jump on your spring I
I break tan" 3
• ' $ 45 00 package for j
* ten v isits j-
J me membership needed1 s
: m P : : k x " i
.....................................................J
5900 LAKE MICH DR 
NEAR THE GOAL POST.
( , I \  K I S 
A CALL
Co S‘>5-” 1 5 1
0RlMS,Vmie.DO 
w um riD K /iou j
TOR &U/U>/N6lR£ 
QRANP RAR/PS
center?
. ... AM,Mte mipeih !N6> ABOUT 
THEAUEN' 
PAUECMP16.
WKN0U),7y£ 
ACTUAL HTIAT10N, 
NUT JUST CRCAUtE 
OTALL THE WORKING, 
COMMUTING AQUUPS 
CsHicxs*),..? MEAN 
THE REAL REASON..,
A o m x j*
MANY o n  ups, 
T'M CONCERN® 
ABOUT OUR 
CURRENT 
01/JLPIUC5.
I.
jCMUANBeiONp 
OUR PV&UCUZBP 
Ties TO 6RJTC, 
M6U, ANP 
TERRIS... X  
MEAN ThX 
REAL REABON...
AOMUAf, XV  
LIKE A CLEAR 
AMU RUBUU 
explan atio n  o r 
re v  f u tu r e  o r  
inhere we are 
nouj.\ p xx
CUP XM GOm  
HAVE A N IN TH ' 
SWW UJINDOU)
\nnun
THANKS TOES ANSWERING} 
THE QUESTION.
6O'
Hours:
Mon-FVi 7am-Hpm
untones
Tanmna C
Sat 8mn-6pm 
Closed S u iu liij
ni g ompany
895-6685
Spend your Spring Break 
in South Padrey Island
for only $149
Sign up today at SunTones were 
you can start your tan!
NOW, special
tanning packages available
6853 Lake M i. Ur 
( Behind Piersmas Pharmacy ) 
in Allendale
by Debra Garland
Guest Writer_________ ~
The Social Concerns Committee 
wants to commend GVSC students for 
their tremendous participation in 
Oxfam's "Fast for a World Harvest" 
held at GVSC on November 20,1986. 
The student body contributed 
$586.57 by skipping meals or 
contributing monetarily to the drive.
Pat Shooltz informed the 
committe that several Greek organ­
izations privately contributed funds 
above the $586.57 total, in addition to 
donating 18 bags of canned goods to 
Love, Inc. of Allendale. Love, Inc. is a 
non-profit organization providing 
necessities to persons requiring 
basics, such as the Greeks' gift of 
food.
Anna Clark spent part of 
November 20 in the Kirkhof Center 
showing an Oxfam promotional film 
and babysitting a cardboard donation
box. She collected $40.07 from 
students who chose to contribute the 
average price of a meal. Monetary 
donations provided off-campus 
students who do not participate in„ 
GVSC's various meal plans the 
opportunity to be a part of Oxfam's 
annual fund-raising event.
Committee director Chic Broersma 
reported that the Dialogue Worship 
congregation gave $31.50 toward 
Oxfam. SAGA, the GVSC food 
service , contributed a whopping 
$515.00 toward the fast. "A total of 
444 meals were skipped," read the 
meeting’s minutes, "291 lunches, 153 
dinners."
At first, SAGA officials toyed with 
the idea of deducting the number of 
meals ordinarily skipped, based upon 
a three week average. However, they 
reconsidered, and agreed to give 
$1.00 for every lunch and $1.50 for 
every dinner skipped on November
20. The generosity of both the 
student body and SAGA is to be 
commended.
Competition between Robinson, «  
Kist.ler.and Copeland encouraged 
on-campus student participation. The 
winner was determined by a ratio of 
participating residents divided by total 
residents. The Social Concerns 
Comittee wants to congratulate 
Robinson residents for the ir 
overwhelming victory; 50% of 
Robinson's residents skipped meals 
for Oxfam. Kistler came in second with 
a 43% participation rate. Copeland 
brought up the rear with a solid 40%.
The spring focus will be Central 
America. March 21-29, 1987, is 
Central America Week. During these 
nine days, voluntary educational 
discussion sessions will continue on a 
weekly basis each Friday of Lent 
during the breakfast hour for those 
students who wish to fast for Central
America. March 24, 1987 is officially 
designated a national day of fast for 
Central America.
Spring break will provide 
opportunities fo r students to 
physically invest in social concerns 
right here in USA. Chic Broersma and 
John DeBoer will be hosting the 
"Retreat on Wheels" to Washington 
D.C. from February 27, through March 
2. Those who go may help Habitat for 
Humanity build homes for the 
unsheltered, (weather permitting) 
tutoring, and feeding the hungry.
The fee is $65.00 plus personal 
meal cost. Students may either 
return home from Washington or 
continue, cost-free, to Pennsylvania, 
where they will work closely with Leo 
Gabriel, a clerical associate of 
Broersma who will aid them in more 
building and social assistance tasks 
It's an exciting agenda - certainly one 
well worth serious consideration.
What's Happenin' Around the Nation's Campuses
When Students Are Not In Class Or Partying, Where Are
They?*
‘ 12 hours working 
‘ 9 hours watching TV 
‘8 hours attending spectator sports 
25 hours a week attending class 
*25 hours partying 
*20 hours studying 
*7 hours driving around in a car
*6 hours jogging, swimming or other 
sport participation 
*3 hours at movies 
*3 hours reading magazines 
*2 1/2 hours/day listening to radio as 
background
What's In?** ‘ Clothing made of rubber (shiny,
‘ Skateboarding black)
‘ Fleece (with prints & ribbed Leather and wooden jewelry 
textures) ‘ Huge, sporty watches (2 or 3 worn at
‘ Tropical designs same t'me)
‘ Fake animal skins ‘ Scribble & Graffiti prints
‘ W-l-D-E pants ‘ Anything made of crocodile, lizard oi
‘ Long, pleated skirts (to the ankles) python skins
‘ "Out of Africa" safari looks ‘ Banana combs
‘ Brass buttons ‘ Loose, baggy clothes for men
* WELLNESS FESTIVAL
from the GVSC STUDENT SENATE
On February 4, from 9am to 5pm in the Kirkhof 
Center, Grand Valley State will host a Wellness Festival, 
featuring lectures, seminars and demonstrations on health- 
and fitness- related topics.
At the student senate meeting on Thursday, 
January 15, Senators voted unanimously to support the 
Wellness Festival by pledging a total of $540 to the event. 
We hope the Wellness Festival is asuccess.and look forward 
to its return next year.
TOYS FOR TOTS
"WINTER READING DAYS SURVEY"
Last semester a college administrative committee 
discussed the elimination of the winter reading days. Before 
reaching a decision, the committee sought the students' point 
of view by contacting the Student Senate. The Senate, in 
turn, discussed the matter with the Public Relations Student 
Society of America, who conducted a survey.
The results of the PRSSA survey indicate that a 
large number of freshman do not understand the concept of 
reading days, or are in fact unaware of their existence.
Reading days fall in the winter semester between 
the last day of classes and the first day of finals. They 
provide the students time to study or relax -- time to use as 
they see fit.
One hundred and thirty-six students were polled 
by PRSSA between Nov. 21 and Nov. 26. Of the 30% of the 
students aware of the reading days, 93% were in favor of 
keeping them. The Senate will review these results at a future meeting.
The Student Senate wishes to thank PRSSA 
officer Bonnie Zimmerman for coordinating the survey, and 
also PRSSA as a whole lor their contribution to this project.
PRSSA is an organization of students interested in 
Public Relathons as a profession The Grand Valley chapter 
is active in national competition, and is strongly affiliated with 
the Grand Rapids area Public Relations Society of America, 
the parent chapter Students interested in panicipatiIng should 
■ -1 mtact president Julie Wilder (363-97 17) or advisor Lois 
Conn, LSH 269 1395-354V
The Student Senate ran a fundraiser for needy 
children just prior to Christmas. The exact dates of the event 
were Monday Dec. 8 through Friday Dec. 12. All money 
contributed from the college community was forwarded to the 
TOYS FOR TOTS Campaign. The Senate would like to 
thank the college community for their support of this 
program. Printed is a letter of gratitude from the TOYS FOR 
TOTS Honorary Chairperson.
Each year /  become mure impressed with the 
generosity o f special friends who assist in making our TOYS 
FOR TOTS campaign a success. It is a formidable task to 
take on the responsibility o f providing toys fo r  so many needy 
youngsters. Without your donation, it would not have been possible.
This year, we had more registrations than ever 
before. Our latest count indicated a need to provide at least 
one new toy, game or gift fo r more than 14,000 children 
While the community, as a whole, contributes toys through 
our barrel collections, often those toys or gifts are what we 
consider stocking stuffers . Consequently, we needed to 
raise more than $10,000 to purchase additional toss to fill areas where we lacked enough toys.
Thanks to you, we accomplished that goal Your 
generosity in donating $87 is very much apppreciated.
We hope your Christmas season was enhanced as 
a result o f your contribution, which demonstrated that it is 
"more blessed to give than to recieve" And best wishes for a very Happy S ew  Year 
Sincerely.
Helen J DeVos
Honorary Chairman
TOYS FOR TOTS C dmpaign
Once again, Thank You from the Student Senate.
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ARE YOU TIRED OF 
PAYING HIGH PHONE 
BILLS?
Introducing a new service that will provide you 
with a long distance flat rate telephone service 
which gives unrestricted service within the 
UNITED STATES,including ALASKA, HAWAII 
and parts of both PUERTO RICO and the VIRGIN 
ISLANDS!
The cost is only $100 dollars. Devide that by four 
roomates, and you pay only $25 dollars a 
month!
For more in fo rm ation , 
call locally at: (616) 453-8323
Office Hours 
10:00am - 6:00pm 
Monday - Friday
If you don't think the members o f your 
h o u se h o ld /a p t. cou ld  p o ss ib ly  make $ 100  
worth o f long distance phone calls a month, 
then this service is simply not for you!
Com ing Febru4th
+he Wove of wellness to 
Grand Volley State
A HEALTH EXPO 
AT THE KIRKOF CENTER 
9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
There will be Exhibits, Demonstrations, Seminars, Shows 
and Screenings on the follow ing subjects:
C ancer S m oking
P u lm onary F u n c tio n  W om en s Health
B lood P ressure  N u tritio n
B lood T yp ing  F itness
A e ro b ic  E xerc ise  G lucose  S creen ing
S tress M anagem ent Fash ion  S how s
S ubstance A buse
There w ill a lso  be D oor Prizes, M usic and Food.
THE EXPO IS OPEN TO THE GRAND VALLEY STATE CO LLEG E 
COM MUNITY. MAKE PLANS TO ATTEND.
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Announcem ents
*  W e lln e s s  W e e k  F eb  24
* Snofest volunteers needed. Please 
contact Tiffany C. Taylor at 895-3638 or 
Jill Green At 895-3643.
* Influenza Vaclnatlons are 
available for $10 to faculty, staff and 
sfbdents at the Health Services, Room 
163, Field House. Service Hours are 
Monday through'Friday, 9am to 3pm.
* Planned Parenthood -  Feeling 
pressured or confused about sex? Talk 
to someone who really cares about you - 
a parent, good friend, favorite teacher, 
counselor, member of the clergy.
Then if you decide you need us, we're 
here. Call Planned Parenthood for low 
cost confidential services.
NOTE:
The Lanthom invites all student org­
anizations to publish their schedules and 
activities in the Lanthorn.
Sled Dog Races
Jan 24,25 11 am:4pm at GVSC
CAR SHOW
Jan 16-22 New Car Show at East- 
brook Mall.
Jan 24- Boat show at Eastbrook 
Feb 2 Mall.
CREWS REVIEWS 
MOVIE SCHEDULE
January
13-19 YOUNGBLOOD 
16-22 THE WIZARD OF OZ 
21-27 CHITTY CHITTY BANG 
BANG 
26-2/2 CLUE
For specific times and dates call 
Crew’s Reviews.
GR ART MUSEUM
Jan 10- Phil Palmer, Photography 
Apr 5 Michigan in the 30's, 40's. 
Jan 31- Mathias J. Alten Paintings 
Mar 1 GR Artist, Realistic 
Feb 24 Brown Bag lecture on 
Alten, noon to 1pm 
Feb 7- Mary Ellen McNaughton, 
Mar 29 Sculptures, GR Artist 
Feb 10 Brown Bag lecture on 
McNaughton, noon to 1pm 
Rental/Sales Gallery will be open 
10am-5pm T-Sat & Sun noon-5pm
Study Skills Workshops
Jan 21 Using Your Textbooks and
Jan 27
Notes Effectively. 4:30 Dm 
in Rm 110 Mak 
Slraleaies for Problem
Feb 9
Solvina 6:30Dm in Rm 206 
ASH
Improving YourConcentrat-
Feb 18
ion and Memorv 4:30Dm in 
155 Mak
Time Ownership.6:30pm in
Feb 25
207 Mak
Sharpenina Your Test
Takina Skills 4:30om in 
119 Mak
Collegiate Bible Studies 
Schedule
Thurs; 7:00-8:30 on campus. For more 
info, call Keith 538-9771 or John 
459-3081 or Prof. Sturm 895-5115.
Career Planning & 
Counseling Center
Students may sign up for these seminars 
at the Career Planning & Counseling 
Center, located in the Commons. Staff 
members are available from 8am to 7pm 
on Monday and 8am to 5pm Tuesday 
through Friday. Ph:895-3266
American Advertising 
Federation (AAF)
Meets: 2 p.m. Thursday
5 p.m. Sunday 
The Cove, Kirkhof Center 
President: Katie Bolinger 
All school of communications and 
English majors welcome.
Inter Varsity Christian 
Fellowship (IVCF)
is a inter-denominational, Christian 
organization that allows both Christian & 
non-christians to learn about Jesus. All 
are welcome!! Please come and check 
us out!! We meet every
Tuesday night at 9:00 
in the Portside room 
(downstairs KC)
Daily Praver Meetings--
Do you think this world needs prayer... 
bring your ideas with you to pray with 
fellow students...M-F 8:30 am located 
Bay or Cove upstairs Kirkhof. Also Tues, 
night, 8:15-8:45 same location 
Christian Training Events-- 
Jan 23-25 Mandate, a missions confer­
ence.
Feb 13-15 Genesis '87 at the Hilton in in 
K-zoo.
Summer Events--
Cedar Campus. Chapter Camp School 
of leadership training (SLT).
For more mlo on any ot the above 
contact Dan Fenner 453-7132.
_______
BLACK O R  W H IT E ?
Margaret Paufffey designed this 
poster for the Minority Rights 
Group.
For information write to: MRG, 29 
Craven Street, London WC2.
blue avenue
,T-
APPLICATIONS ARE NOW 
AVAILABLE FOR 
ORIENTATION 
LEADERS!
‘Application deadline february 4,1987
‘ Help others learn about GVSC
‘Applications are available In 
admissions and the academic 
resource center
I
<M/
..............
'Q
...................
__________ J
ITALIAN FySTORANTE
Come see how we’ve changed
•Enjoy our full service Italian Restaurant'
Super Bowl Sunday 
Have Your Pizza Delivered!
791-0092
4259 Lake Mich. Dr. N.W.
‘Johnny V P a rty  Store
^  ^  H q i /q  q  f ^ r > r \ r 4  V o o r l  ^Have a G ood Year! 
Order those  S uper Bowl 
K egs Now!
For Grand Valley Students Carlsberg Beer
10% off all imported beer 6 pack
exp 1 31 87 $5 79+dep
COORS C a rlsbe rg  E leph an t
12 pack Beer
S5.29 + dep 6 pack
t  A p 1 J 1 0 $5 99+dep
35 IMPORTED BEERS
453-9674
c40 Lane Mich Dr 
(Shawmut Hills;
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Grapplers Edge Ferris State
By Tom Richardson 
Staff Writer
The Grand Valley wrestling team went 
head to head with Ferris State last 
Thursday night. Grand Valley edged 
out Ferris by one point in a very 
exciting match that went right down to 
the wire.
Roger Singleton started things off 
with a 16-5 decision over Don Van 
Mourik of Ferris. Ferris came back with 
wins at 177lbs and 167lbs to take an 
8-4 lead. Next up for Grand Valley was 
Mike Curley at 150lbs. He dominated 
Chris Graham 10-0 and tied the team 
score at 8-8 as well. At 134lbs Remi 
Esordi decisioned Chris Kocks by a 
score of 10-7 which gave Grand Valley 
a 11 -8 lead. Ferris picked up a decision
at 126lbs and a pin at I58lbs to give 
them a 17-11 lead.
At this point Ferris State was in 
control. At 190lbs Doug Chapman of 
Ferris decisioned Jim Koerber of Grand 
Valley to increase their lead to 20-11. 
Grand Valley had only two matches left 
too accumulate 10 team points. The 
first of the last two matches was 
between Lance Fritz and Eric Norman 
at 142lbs Lance gained an early 6-0 
lead in the match. The team needed 
more than a regular decision to win the 
meet. Lance became more and more 
aware of this as his team members 
encouraged him to let his opponent up 
in order to take him down for more 
points. Lance let his opponent get up, 
then took him down repeatedly. When 
Ferris State’s Eric Norman was through
Senior Mike SchfJuger k'Jds ,">t* S'jnc Itrjrr
Ski Team Looking Ahead
A l le n d a le -  ’
r  ’ a : -
A
a ’ , r *
•'■Cv/e
being an extension of the mat, Lance 
walked away a 13-3 victor 
The last match of the evening was 
between Mike Gohn of Grand Valley 
and Joel Mikazes of Ferris in the 
Unlimited division. Neither wrestler 
scored in the first period In the second 
period Mikazes elected to be on top. 
Mikazes tried to force a cradle on Gohn 
in order to turn him and almost 
achieved his goal, but Gohn managed 
to get back to his base posistion. The 
second attempt by Mikazes to turn 
Gohn turned out being detrimental to 
his record Gohn stopped his forward 
motion and held him on his back. 
Everyone knew that a pin would win 
the match for Grand Valley. The
intensity showed on Mike Gohn’s face. 
Gohn held him on his back for most of
the period. As the final seconds ticked 
away the crowd grew louder and 
louder. The referee slapped the mat 
indicating a fall just as time was running 
out in the second period. The 
timekeeper indicated that their was 
time on the clock and Grand Valley was 
victorious with a score ' ■ :-20. This
victory made up for a previous loss to 
Ferris State earlier in the season when 
the team was plagued with injuries. The 
next home meet is Jan. 31 against 
Northern Michigan University and 
Eastern Michigan University at 12 00 
p.m and 1 30 p.m
Swim Team Sinks K-Zoo
By Tracie Schutte
The Grand Valley Swim teams 
returned to Michigan to continue the 
season following a week of intense 
training at Justice Aquatic Center in 
Orlando, Florida The swim teams 
returned to a busy weekend of 
competition. Last Friday night they 
traveled to Kalamazoo College for a 
dual meet and on Saturday they 
attended the Grand Rapids Junior 
College Invitational
The GVSC women were victorious 
over Kalamazoo, 122-87, but the Laker 
men came up short, 72-125 At the 
Invitational the Lakers earned many 
high finishes, but no final team 
standings were tabulated 
For the Laker women both Michelle 
Lastacy and Laura Briggs established 
new school records Friday night 
Lastacy won the 1000 yard freestyle in 
record time of 11 23 3 Briggs sprinted 
to victory in the 100 yard butterfly and 
lowered the record in that event to
See "K -Z o o " p. 13
GRAND VALLEY STATE
CAMPUS RECREATION
1987 TENTATIVE WINTER IM CALENDAR
D IV IS IO N A C T IV IT Y  E N TR IE S  LMJE PLAY BEG INS
M. W. 3-on-3  B aske tba ll Jan 15 Jan 10
m . w ,  c r T riv ia l P u rsu ll Tourney Jan ?0
Jan 20
M, W. CR B aske tba ll League Jan 21
Jan 25
M. W. CR Hot shots Jan 27
Jan 27
M, W. CR B ow lin g  League Jan 28
F eh '
CR W a te r Polo F eb 4
f  eh 8
M. W, R a cq u e tb a il Slrvglos F eh 4
F eh 0
M. W R a cq u e tb a ll Doubles f eh 1 1
f eh ’ 5
M. W, CR 3 P erson  V olleyba ll F eh t 1 ( eh
•5
CR RacquetbaJI M ixed D oub les l eh 18
i eh 2?
M. W. CR 4 P erson  W alleyba ll * eh •8
f eh 22
M. W, CR C h arad e s Tourney 1 eh
f eh 24
M, W CR in doo r Track Meet 1 ~f ' 1 ef 25
M. W. CR V o lleyb a ll League Me« Ma<
'5
M. W res tling Mar
Ma; •2
M W CR S pring  Into Spring Run Ma- • 8 M d'
’ 8
M. W B ad m in ton  S ingle* A..,
A i ,f 5
M W CR Swim  Meet
, A ,i
M. W CR B ad m in ton  D ouble* 8
A,„ ' a’
M W. CR S oftba ll T ourney Ai " A » ■'
M. W, CR T ennia  D oub le *
A , .. ' 1 25
IM A W A R D S  BAN Q U ET A Ul
Kmr u  -  Mo. Ar -  Y io ina i ■ • «• ed'MA* Al
PRCXIRXM MCHJRS
S h a p e MOM »VEC A •
A E R U ttiC S MOM *
TU € rvE I A '
S*J H IL . M O N O  r T m H g * *«IL A • . .
p h u n E £360
S * T A Su n
« y k
A 'X .
O L 'O O C »  R E S O U RCE ^ N Tt P  M O M UAT > h i [ , a < A. 5 X
f»h O n E 3 ’ 23
AJI cu*T*ntr> enro lled  s tud e n ts  tacu<ty and Ms/I 'T*ernoe's a - 9><y
IT me ^a rep u s  R ecrea tion  *p o rl*  p ro g ra m * S pouea* ' ■* - « 9
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Freshman Ignites Rally
By Rodrick Wells
Sports Editor
Grand Valley State's Lady Lakers 
improved their conference record  ^to 
3-2 with a 73-6J! victory over 
Northwood Institute. Freshman, 
Kerrie Williams turned in another 
stellar performance as she powered 
her way to 14 points (tied career high) 
and 8 reboppds. Rose Antrim who 
was held to her lowest point (6) in two 
years this weekend shot the lights 
out with 22 points.Toni Phelps 
equalled her career high with 14 
points and Sue Polus grabbed 11 
rebounds to lead the Lakers in 
rebounding the second game in a 
row.
Grand Valley trailed Northwood 
37-32 at the half.The turning point 
was midway through the first half. The 
Lakers were trailing 58-50. Williams 
hit a basket to bring the Lakers within 
6 points. Antrim popped a jumper 
from the corner and Williams was 
fouled.Williams hit both free throws
and a technical was called the free 
throw made the score 58-57. The 
Lakers took the ball out of bounds 
and Toni Phelps hit a driving lay-up to 
give the Lakers a 59-58 advantage. 
The score changed hands many 
times within the last few minutes as 
Northwood took an 66-65 lead with 
3:20 left in the game they didn't 
score again.The Lakers salted the 
game away with clutch free throws 
and a stellar defensive performance. 
Northwood was led by Jackie Bauer 
with 25 points and Roni Lloyd 
chipped in 18.
The Lakers had an easy time with 
Michigan Tech this weekend as they 
cruised to 67-51 victory. Rose Antrim 
pumped in 22 points to lead the 
Lakers. Ke/rie Williams in her first start 
as a Laker scored nine points a 
pounced on nine rebounds six on 
the offensive end. Jennie Butchart 
continued her strong inside play as 
she scored 14 points and grabbed
---------------- See "Ignites" p. 13
Senior Teresa Harvatich(34) shoots over a Northwood defender as freshman 
Karrie Williams (32), who had 14 points and 8 rebounds, looks on.
Photo by Randy Hetfeld
US. Savings Bonds Now  Earn
7.02%
U S. Savings Bonds now 
earn market-based interest 
rates like money market 
accounts. So you're guaran­
teed a competitive return 
no matter what happens to 
interest'rates! All you need to 
do is hold your Bonds for five 
years.
For more mformatioi call 
toll free 1 800 US BONDS
U S . S A V IN G S  B O N D s S l _
R ess ! f ‘d’ * ' v e » .-we--ate A s e M c p o f ''’ 'S M  m .ifm
4 FINE STORES TO BETTER 
HELP YOU
1 Monroe Mall N.W. 3150 Plainfield
2883 Wilson Grandville 1533 Wealthy S.E.
’ Archie’s '
BEER, WINE, LIQUOR, 
LOTTERY
Davis Ices Victory
By Rodrick Wells 
Sports Editor
Mike Davis scored nine of his game 
high 21 points in the last two minutes 
of the game to give Grand Valley 
State a 92-89 victory over Northwood 
Institute. The victory was the Lakers 
(6-9,1-4) first victory in the tough 
GLIAC conference.
Grand Valley trailed by 15 points 
with 5:37 remaining in the first half, 
but they closed the gap to 1 point by 
half time The Lakers took the lead 
from the Northmen and stretched it 
to 11 points with just under eight 
minutes left in the game. Andy Kolp 
hit three, three-pointers to help 
increase the lead Kolp ended up 
with 20 points Northwood came 
back and trailed 83-81 with 2:50 left 
in the game Mike Davis scored five 
points in a row to give the Lakers 
what they thought was a comfortable 
lead Northwood bounced back to 
make the score 90 89 The Lakers 
were m trouble as memories came 
back of their losses this weekend by 
a combined total ot three points The 
. at-ers hit two points to make the 
rr^cre 92 89 Northwood made a 
b ,m c.er and the Lakers prevailed
sc J ’ 3 r !' • e lasers as he
’ . • , - i •:^  a' "J s; a'„' eJ
1 « f ' r as ; red A. he eJ
N " ' !' A  ~ ■ I J A *'' ^ 1 P 0'r ' S A f ' ' i o
S, V1 r O U 3 b m' ' " b H-mpel m ^0
pc-ns ;r  a .' Jr g'! / C ’ ump snots
T r 'c  J r3 OSS d head brea»er
S .r wr d a r f X c r 'r g a g a ' n s t
u nOc‘^ T J! g-O -dgue Michigan TeC"
T o e L d * t ’ 3 -  a t 5 0 4 w . t h 58
seconds before the collapse began. 
Michigan Tech freshman, Jeff 
Johnston hit his only points of the 
game on three-pointer with 46 
seconds left to close the Laker gap to 
3 points. Mike Davis, who played a 
great game, missed the front end of a 
one-and-one with 31 seconds left. 
Michigan Tech scored on jump shot 
by Joe Sell to knot the score at 
69-69. Two of Andy Kolp's jump 
shots were blocked, Michigan Tech 
went down court and Joe Sell hit a 12 
foot jump shot with no time remaining 
on the clock.
The Lakers slowed the ball down in 
the first hall to slow the Huskies(89 9)
and conserve a thin bench, much to 
the dismay of the hostile crowd from 
Houghton. Mike Davis scored 8 of 
the Lakers first 12 points as he used 
his quickness to get open for short 
jump shots Davis led the Lakers with 
20 points and 5 assists Kent 
Wiersma put on a shooting display m 
the second hall as he scored all ot 
his17 points m the stanza Wiersma 
n t 5 of 7 three pointers 'or the 
second game in a row Kevin Dungrv 
had 12 points and 8 rebounds 
'h e  la k e rs  also lost a c 'cse  
d-.-c.s :o  to la k e  Superior State a- 
- e.ot VAersma led the way wan a 
; irne mg'i 25 points Grand Rap -.:
■ uti.e  f nomas Gordon r it  the g a -  
w ariing basket w th ’ minute :e”  .i.
. ai*e Superior held C" the t are 'S by 
"  e SeC r e Ct 8 j  75 
brand Valley State will host Wayne 
State ! hursddy at 8 OOp m Hillsdale 
Saturday at 3 00 and A cum as 
Monday at 8 00
C am pus R ecrea tion
P a rtic ipa tion  Poi nts Men's Residence Halls 
Robinson Rockers 293
Women's Division Ravine Grizzlcy's 250
Robinson Rowdies 36" Brewski's 235
Druids 347 “4e ighborhood 218
Tasle Great 295
Co-Rec
Men s Independent Cubbies 459
Totally Ripped 3"3 Totally Ripped 444
Druids 353 Total Rees 398
Whatever 346 Bar Hopps 353
1 By Rodrick Wells
Sports Editor
Darren Struble
Staff Writer _ ______________
Super Bowl Sunday is one of the 
' most exciting days of the year for 
many sports fans. Many fans will 
wager bets and try to attempt to pick 
the winners of the Super Bowl. Why 
should anyone go through all that 
agony when they could just read 
"Cheech’s Super Bowl Prediction"? 
My colleague, Darren Struble and I 
have analyzed both teams top to 
bottom and this is how they match 
up.
Quarterback- Phil Simms is a 
great leader and has experience. 
Simms plays just good enough for 
the Giants to win. On the other side 
John Elway is very talented and has 
great mobility. Elway has the innate 
ab ility  to win the close 
game.Edge-Denver 
R unning Backs-Joe Morris 
rushed for over 1,000 yards this 
season and is the match that ignites 
the Giants running game. The 
Broncos have a solid combination
with Winder, Lang, Sewell and 
Willhite. The Giants running is more 
effective and controls ball 
games. Edge-N.Y.
Rece ivers-Tight end Mark Bavaro 
is the Giants big play receiver. The 
Giants wide outs are nothing to write 
home about. The Broncos have the 
ever steady Steve Watson along with 
speed burners Vance Johnson and 
Mark Jackson. If Denver receivers 
can get open and Elway has time to 
throw the ball we could see an upset 
Sunday.Edge- Denver 
Offensive Line-The Giants line is 
anchored by two Pro Bowlers- Bart 
Oates and Brad Benson. Center Bill 
Bryan anchors a young Denver line. 
The lines will be the key for both 
teams. If New York can control the ball 
with their running game they will be 
hard to beat. But, if the Denver line 
can protect Mr. Elway he will have a 
field day against the Giants 
secondary. Edge-N.Y.
Defensive Line- Nose tackle Jim 
Burt was selected to the Pro Bowl. 
Leonard Marshall is the Giants 
designated pass rusher. The Giants 
line is also solid against the run.
Rulon Jones leads the Bronco line 
which is somewhat suspect. 
Edge-N.Y.
Linebackers-Lawrence Taylor is 
the best outside linebacker in football 
-he will give the Broncos problems all 
day. Carl Banks, Harry Carson and 
Gary Reasons make the Giants 
linebacking corps the most active in 
the league. They could change the* 
whole complexion of the game. Karl- 
Mecklenburg is Denver’s version of 
Lawrence Taylor and is he worthy. 
Mecklenburg's job will be to stop Joe 
Morris. Tom Jackson is a crafty 
veteran participating in his second 
Super Bowl. The Broncos 
linebackers are very active also. 
Edge-N.Y.
D e fe n s iv e B a c k s -T h e  Giants 
defensive backs are ordinary at 
best.Elvis Patterson is susceptible to 
the long pass. Elway will test him 
that's for sure. Denver has a solid 
secondary led by All-Pro Louis 
Wright. Safeties Tony Lilly and 
Dennis Smith are hard 
hitters. Edge-Denver 
Special Teams-Neither have 
great special teams, but they could
''lay a/i intricate part in the outcome. If 
it comes down to a last second field 
goal; trust the Giants Raul Allegre.
I feel that the most physical team will 
win and that is the Giants. Elway is a 
great quarterback. Over the years it 
has beer, proven good defense can 
defeat good quarterbacks.
Cheech's Prediction 
New York 25 
Denver 17
Sporis Writer, Darren Struble 
New York 30 
Denver 27 O.T.
Columnist, Rodd Monts 
New York 27 
Denver 13
Secretary Black Student 
Union, Leslie Johnson 
Denver 21 
New York 14
Sports Information Director, 
Don Thomas 
Denver 24 
New York 17
"Ignites" from p.12—--------------
six rebounds.Sue Polus had 10 
rebounds and six points.
The Lakers only loss of the trip was 
to league leading Lake Superior 
State. The Lady Lakers will host 
Wayne State Thursday at 6:00 and 
Hillsdale Saturday at 1:00.
"K-Zoo" from p. 11— ----------
three first place finishes against 
Kalamazoo College. Kramer won the 
200 and 500 yard freestyle events in 
1:49.2 and 4:57.21 respectively. He 
also teamed up with Rob Scott, Jeff 
Bailey, and Dana Silcox to win the 400 
free relay in 3:29.93. Dan Heitzman 
earned the only other first for GVSC; he 
won the 100 yard breast stroke in 
1:06.71. The 400 Medley Relay team 
of Kevin Lastacy, Heitzman, Tim Hunt 
and Bailey finished second in 3:55 6. 
In the 50 yard freestyle Mike Cutler and 
Scott Dohm placed second and third in 
23.09 and 23.76 respectively. Silcox 
swam the 1000 yard freestyle in 
10:45.1 for second place. Hunt 
finished third in the 200 yard butterfly in 
2:10.4 and Robb Scott finished third in 
the 100 freestyle in 51.51.
At the GRJC Invitational. Laura 
Briggs placed first in both the 200 IM 
and the 200 yard butterfly with the
1:02.28. Briggs also won the 200 IM in 
2:23.0 and teamed up with Amy Wilcox, 
Linda Burtch, and Becky Kinney to win 
the 400 yard Medley Relay in 4:24.9. 
Lastacy finished second in the 500 
freestyle in 5:32.61.
Other finishes for Grand Valley 
included a 1-2-3 sweep in the 100 yard 
breast stroke by Burtch, Lynn Dykema, 
and Tracie Schutte in 1:13.45, 1:16.24 
and 1:17.34 respectively. Kris 
Campbell and Dee Westrate placed first 
and second in both the 1 meter and 3 
meter diving events. Camille Bowman 
finished first in the 200 yard freestyle in 
2:05.9, while Lori Westra swam that 
event in 2:17.4 for third place. In the 
100 freestyle Kinney and Bowman 
finished second and third in 58.33 and 
59.12 respectively. Wilcox swam the 
100 yard backstroke in 1:11.35 for 
second place and was followed in third 
place by Debbie Fatchett Donna 
Wegner finished second in the 50 
freestyle in 26,62. Karen Shunneson 
swam to a third place finish in the 1000 
yard freestyle in 13:02 5. Wilcox 
finished third in the 200 IM in 2:31 3 
and Kari Huizenga finished third in the 
100 butterfly in 1.07 82 The 400 yard 
Free Relay of Shunneson, Michelle
Woltjer, Jayne Sebring and Bowman 
placed second in 4:09.97.
For the men, Rich Kramer earned
times of 2:22.94 and 2:28.61 
respectively. In diving Kris Campbell 
placed first on the 3 meter board and 
second on the t  meter. The 800 Free 
Relay team of Camille Bowman, Becky 
Kinney, Michelle Woltjer, and Michelle 
Lastacy finished first in 8:46.33. Amy 
Wilcox swam to second place finishes 
in the 400 IM in 5:20.46 and the 200 
backstroke in 2:35.61. Linda Burtch 
finished second in the 200 backstroke 
in 2:38.61 and Donna Wegner placed 
third in the 200 IM in 2:33.64. The 400 
Free Relay team of Karen Shunneson, 
Jayna Sebring, Bowman and Wegner 
touched in second in 4:06.56.
For the Lakermen Rich Kramer swam 
the 500 freestyle in 4:55.39 for a first. 
Kevin Lastacy took second place in the 
200 backstroke in 2:16.71. Mike 
Romkema finished second in both 1 
meter and 3 meter diving events. 
Grand Valley also finished second in 
the 800 Free Relay, 400 Relay, and 
400 Medley Relay, Marc Wofeil, Jeff 
Bailey, Dana Silcox and Kramer teamed 
up in the 800 Free Relay to finish in 
7 39 64, while Bailey, Mike Cutler and
News Editor, Rick Miles 
New York 24 
Denver 17
GVSC Defensive Back, 
Carl Pollard 
Denver 31 
New York 28
Ad Manager, Kim Tryon 
Denver 21 
New York 14
News Writer, Karen Wood 
Denver 24 
New York 21
Photo Editor, Art Radlicki 
Denver 31 
New York 28
Robb Scott swam the 400 Free Relay in 
3:30.69. The team of Lastacy, Dan 
Heitzman, Scott and Scott Dohm swam 
the Medley Relay in 4:02.48. Tim Hunt 
finished third in the 200 yard butterfly in 
2:11.80.
Tne Lakers will travel to Calvin 
College Wednesday night
GRAND VALLEY CARPOOLING SERVICES 
To Help You $ave On Gas Dollars
Applications available in the Student Activities 
Office and K irkhof Center Information Desk,
Application deadline is soon.
Cherry Street
Plasma Center
645 Cherry S.E.
454-8251
Hours for donations:
M - Th 7 a.m. - 4:15 p.m.
T & F 6 a.m. - 3:30 p.m.
Closed Wednesdays 
Help others & recieve a $10 bonus with 
Your first Plasma Donation, Plus this Coupon 
SI for first visit during the week 
$12 for second visit during the week 
Earn Extra Income Weekly By Donating Plasma
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/.EARNING TO TAME THE WILD 
B E A S T /
%'/ "%*■' - ■ , j
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What's Happening 
this week
at
Millie's?
Wednesday thru 
Saturday
dance to....
My Dog Bob!
_ ‘ Wednesday 
no cover with 
student I.D. 
‘ Thursday drink 
.250 drafts
"Generation at Risk" to be Aired
g e n e r a t i o n  a t  r i s k ,
Wednesday, January 28 at 8 p.m. on 
Channels 35/52, is a follow-up to the 
very successful "Chemical People" 
project presented on PBS in 
November, 1983 that raised the 
nation's consciousness about the 
problem of teenage drug and alcohol 
abuse. The sequel widens the scope 
of concern beyond substance abuse to 
demonstrate that teen-age problems 
like pregnancy, dropping out of school, 
and suicide can be interrelated and 
prevented.
G E N E R A T IO N  A T  R IS K  recounts the 
stories of several teenagers who faced 
personal disaster yet overcame their 
problems with the help of their families, 
friends and neighbors. First Lady 
Nancy Reagan, who also appeared in 
"The Chemical People," joins program 
host actor Sam Waterston to introduce
viewers to the people and programs 
that rescued these troubled young 
people, rebuilt their self-esteem, and 
reestablished communication and trust 
within their families.
The program travels across the 
nation to profile ten community 
programs that are reaching today's 
teen-agers. Cameras record 
successes in Oklahoma; Odessa, 
Texas; New York City; Dalton and 
Atlanta, Georgia; Mt. Vernon, New 
York; Albuquerque, New Mexico, and 
Denver. From a school for teen 
mothers in Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
to a suicide prevention program’ in a 
suburban Denver high school, the 
special looks at the most serious 
problems teens can face- - and ways 
these problems are being solved.
Following the national special, 
Channels 35/52 will present a live local
follow-up at 9 p.m. The one-hour 
program, hosted by Jim Owen of 
WKLQ Radio, will feature panel 
members answering questions phoned 
in from viewers relating to the problems 
raised in GENERATION AT RISK. 
Reports will include success stories of 
the West Michigan Chemical People 
task force on providing alternatives for 
teens. Panelists include Todd 7 
Johnson,  Consul tant ,  Staff
Development  Center,  Kent
Intermediate School District; Jan 
Lunquist, Director of Education for 
Planned Parenthood; and Leslie 
Louisell, Director of the River Valley 
Recovery Center.
The WGVC/WGVK production is 
directed by Tom Scheidel. Executive 
Producer is'David Fant.
and Slides from the same roll
Seattle FilmWorks has adapted 
Kodak’s professional M otion  
Picture film for use in your 35mm  
camera. N ow  you can use the same 
film — with the same microfine 
grain and rich color saturation —  
Hollywood's top studios demand. 
Its wide exposure latitude is perfect 
for everyday shots. You can capturf 
special effects, too. Shoot it in 
bright or low light— at up to 1200 
ASA. What’s more, it’s economical. 
And remember, Seattle FilmWorks 
lets you choose prints or slides, or 
both, from the same roll.
Try this remarkable film today!
°I9«6 SFW
1 FREE Introductory Offer
J □  RUSH me two 20-exposure rolls of 
I Kodak MP film for my 35mm camera. 
I'd like a 2 -roll starter pack including 
Eastman 5247® and 5294.® Enclosed 
I  is $2 for postage and handling.
I  10096 Satisfaction G uaranteed
J NAME_____________________________
I  ADDRESS___________________________
I|  C IT Y _________________________________
J STATE_____________ ZIP______________
I  Mail to : Seattle FilmW orks CODE 
I  5 0 0  3rd Ave. W .
| P .O .B o x  3 4 056
I Seattle, W A  98124
Doran Chiropractic 
Family Health Care Center
L A W R E N C E  P. DORAN D .C.
Across from Allendale High School 
6534 LA K E MICHIGAN DRIVE  
A LLEN D A LE, MI 49401  
(6 1 6 ; 8 9 5 -5 4 9 9
Neck Pain? H eadach e? Low er Back Pain? Sports In ju ry ? Tension?  
W E  CAN H E L P
•  1ST V ISIT F R E E  W IT H  T H IS C O U PO N  Q  
Free Consultation
SPECIAL OFFER Complimentary Orthopedic/Ncurological Exam 
Reduced Student Fee - $12 cash per visit
O F F IC E  H O U RS
M on-Frl 9-6  p.m. 
Sat 9-1 p.m .
Family Pantry Deli
OPEN 7AM - 2AM
411 Wilson N.W. Standale, Mi 
(Corner of Lake Michigan Dr. & Wilson)
791-0740
Large Ham and
cheese subs 
$1.99
Coors/Lightquarts
.990,., A  (Je p
tax + d e p ,
LARGE SELECTION OF PACKAGED LIQUOR
^ n c e ^ ^ o o d J J n r ^ S u r ^ a ^ J a m j a n ^ ^ ^ ^
blue avenue
O v/cs'  7&eCtf&M'
/S us,,.
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fFUNDED B Y  
ST U D E N T  
S E N A T E
Road Rally 
Scavenger 
Hunt
All-Nighter
p j  Celebrity 
Look-a-Like 
Contest
Pool Events
Snoball 
Throw
III l(l -  A SNEAK I ’lx I \ II u  OK I III
U I I KS TO ( < )M I :
I O R  MORE DEI AITS (AIT,  895-3643.
sp o tiM in  T bv h u n t s  t w i c u l m n
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Lanthorn Personals
n / v t ^  -  ~fag iy  a PSirJfed
: V* }'®P . ', V »< i,™ i . , ; ' • ,
Little Caesars prepares ^  
you for the real world.
sgKa
jTb* flrrt-30 words «re f t m ; Every
|T6e tMtt&ora,’r?*erw' tie right ^{rejectI p ^ m m e i  for leg*l *te7$ 'coavidortttowt. Fcr**»Is are due the Friday before every in the» of^kt, of tbeMKsWtof Center.^ ,,
v  ^  . /  ‘ **
.
- c
C lassified Ads
Research Papers. 15,278 available! 
catalog $ 2.00. Research, 11322 Idaho, 
#206XT, Los Angeles 90025. 
TOLLFREE Hot Line 1-800-351 -0222. 
Ext. 33, VISA/MC or COD.
Travel Field Position immediately 
available. Good commision, valuable 
work experience. Travel and other 
benefits. Call Bill Ryan
1 (800)-433-7747 for a complete info 
mailer
W A N T E D :
Student Spring Break representative lor 
collegiate Tour & Travel Earn Florida 
trips & cash For more info call
(612) 780 9324: or write 9434 Naples 
NE Minneapol is,  M N  55434 Alt. 
Kevin
$60.00 PER H E N  RED P A I D :  For
rcmai l ing letters f rom home'  Send 
self addressed stamped envelope for 
informat ion appl ication Associates, 
Box 95 B NJ (P207
W A N  I El )  N t j W 1 Spr ing Hr can 
representatives for Collegiate lour  ,v 
Travel Earn free trips and <.jsh too' 
Call 1 800 328 8722 . ext 57s)
( a m p u s  I r a v t l  R e p r e s e n t a t i v e
needed to promote our Spring Break I r:p 
to Flor ida Good Commissions,
valuable work experience, travel and
other benefits Call Inter Campus
Program for an informal, .m ma..er a;
1 800 4 (7 ” 4 ’
G r a n d  vallev i j r p o n lm g  .
j ■ j i . j h,e , o.. !(.■;.! j  ’. . o
1 ROOMATE needed.
New Grand Valley Apts. Call 8 9 5 -5 3 7 0 .
TRAVEL FIELD OPPORTUNITY. 
Gain valuable marketing experience 
while earning money. Campus 
representative needed immediately for 
spring break trip to Florida. Call 
Campus Marketing at 1-800-282-6221.
P A R T Y  A N I M A L S  T O  ( ) R GA NI 7 . E  
SPRI NG B R E A K  V A C A T E  >N K )
Pl .t )I<II) A A M ) C A R I B B E A N . E a r n  
tree tup and cash. Cal l  us now at 
1 SOD 237-8 707 days or (904) 44 1 -8<>fC 
even mgs.
For  sale: 12" B, \V tv set great tor the
dorms ' call Rich 895-002 I
SPRING BREAK JAMAI CA 
Project manager needed FREE vacation 
plus SS$ 1 800 237 2061
st n 5 o i r iu vs for free::::::
L E V  lours is actively searching lor 
individuals,  gr.-ups, fraternities, clubs 
etc to jo in our S p r l n g b r e a k  
getaways Our groups leaders receive 
f ree t r i p s ,  c o m m i s s i o n s ,  and 
exc el le nt  M a r k e t i n g  and Sales 
experience fur  resumes. If you are 
o u t g o i n g ,  ener get i c ,  and L E V  
springbreak.  please chews us out 
Daytona Beach fromS'79, Ft laiuderda.e 
from SI 29, and Key VSest only S’.ss 
( a.I ni w toll free 1 - 8 0 0 - 36 8 - 20 0 6.
1 In mg t o d a y ' I op pay ' 73 oi k at
h'JfllL. N ' ; v : .c m , e ttec d W:.:c
Peppino’s Pizza
1 C i m  i f  n  f l n l n  n r v  E X ?45 minute delivery 
guaranteed or500 OFF!895-4308
4^>-» - _»^ r
FENDING FOR YOURSELF.
Il you're going to eat piz.xa once you leave 
school, you'll have to find some way to pay for 
it And since you won't be able to write home 
anymore for money, you're going to have to 
find a job, which means first lining up inter­
views. Have you started interviewing yet'.’
And if you do find a job, you're going to 
need a place to live, within your budget, wlik h 
means you might have to take out a loan But 
first you have to establish credit. You don't 
have credit? Well you can't get credit unless 
you have a lot of money in the bank >011 dn 
have money in ihc bank, don’t you? No7 Well 
how do you expect to get married7 And buy a 
house? And send your kids to college? What 
about then future7 They're gonna want to eal 
pizza too, you know.
Well, you can't solve these problems over­
night. but you me going to have to eal. so 
meanwhile Little Caesars will help you oul a 
little.
I VALUABLE COUPON I
IIII
8
TWO U R G E PIZZAS |
"with everything” 10 toppings for only |
Toppings include pepperoni, 
ham, bacon, ground beef, 
Italian sausage, mushrooms, 
onions, green peppers 
Hot peppers and anchovies 
available upon request. 
(No substitutions or deletions). H O - il t i  m
Valid with u>up<>n at j||  Grand Rapid area stores. One coupon per customer 
Cany out only U olrci: |/t |/x 7
•  '986 litlK  Entercx'VS I nr
NOW OPEN!
We're continuing our 
Grand Opening Special 
for students with I.D. 
thru February 4, 1987!!
* ,4 tiain & maintain your 
deepest tan
* State-of-the-art Wolff 
240U E beds
*Fans Jl stereo for comfort 
*Yariet\ of tanning pat kages 
available
Grand Opening Special
save S 1.00 on each of your 
first 1 5 visits
R efer a frierul am i save 5 /  00 
on eat h o f  sour next s visits
5902 Lake Michigan Dr. 
(next to the Hair Loft I 
Allendale
895-6692 g w ;
• Midi,,- m
Hours: M v  1 vm. spm
Sr. 9am 3pm
“har'.y A: La:e taming Sessions 
py appomiment only
